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OUR YEAR
IN REVIEW

During the most unprecedented of years, that has affected every corner of Australian
society, Pathways has thrived in so many ways despite all the difficulties. COVID-19 forced
the shutdown of vital fundraising activities, but we have been fortunate to have taken
advantage of government support programs and packages to break even in our fundraising.
Pathways continued to grow our NDIS support offering to our at-risk clients, increased the
impact and capacity of our alcohol and drug rehabilitation service and put in the
groundwork for launching our Women’s Program in October 2020. We also gained numerous
grants, and during a time of nationwide unemployment, we hired multiple new staff to key
positions in the organisation.

Our vision is a
Tasmania free from
addiction. Our purpose
is that we provide
pathways into a bright
future for those
battling addictions with
homelessness and
mental health issues.
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Looking Ahead
The 2021 Financial Year holds many
challenges and opportunities for
Pathways Tasmania. We are
working on becoming a fully
accredited NDIS provider, launching
our women's Transformations
Program, recasting Kingsholme's
mission and community impact and
investigating options to launch a
alcohol & drug rehabilitation
program for teens.
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VELOCITY
TRANSFORMATIONS

Velocity Transformations is an evidence-based, long-term (12 Months+), alcohol and other
drugs (AOD) residential treatment service based in Hobart, Tasmania run in partnership
with Velocity Church. As part of a national network of similar rehabs (Transformations
Program Australia), the program is based off a model with decades of experience in its
program delivery. The program aligns its courseware to the National Co-morbidity
Guidelines, in a Christian-faith supported setting. A faith background or belief is not a
pre-requisite to admission, and we welcome people from all walks of life to participate.
The 2020 Financial Year saw great progress made on the setting up of our women's
program with extensive works done on the residence and behind the scenes preparation
for the program, resulting in its launch in October 2020.
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VELOCITY
TRANSFORMATIONS
CONT.

In addition to the work preparing our new program, Velocity Transformations has had an
intense year marked with both success and sadness. We continued to see people's lives
transformed through the program and significant headway in expanding our program
capacity, notably our women's program to launch in October 2020. The year was not
without its challenges, however. In March, one of our beloved clients sadly passed away
due to a heart attack walking home, on the street in front of our men’s residence.
Staff, fellow clients and multiple
ambulance were able to stabilise him,
but tragically, he passed away later
that night in hospital. This loss, a first
for Velocity Transformations,
devastated us all. The entire campus
(with staff) were able to travel to his
hometown in Northern Tasmania for
the family funeral. His life, and the
powerful role Transformations played,
were honoured by his extended family
and friends.

COVID-19 has had a significant impact on the program and we as an organisation have
had to make appropriate changes. At short notice during the lockdowns we developed
contingency plans for a COVID breakout in the residence and invested in technology to
allow some of our services to run remotely.
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LAUNCH

Launch provides long term crisis accommodation for up to six male teen residents under
full 24/7 supervision, and our two additional two-bedroom units allow us to
accommodate a further four adult residents (from age 18 – 22 yrs.) who require less
supervision and are ready to begin their transition into independent accommodation.

During the financial year we
began our pilot program to
deliver NDIS assistance to
eligible clients within Launch.
This has been an enormous
success so far and has provided
the evidence we needed to
pursue full NDIS accreditation.
We expect to achieve this in the
first half of 2021. The NDIS
provides clients with additional
one on one supports, enabling
them to get the tailored
assistance they need to
increase their success in a wide
range of life skills.
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KINGSHOLME

Kingsholme is a Christian camp and conference centre located in beautiful Ellendale
Tasmania. It has continued to maintain and develop it's facilities over the course of the
2020 Financial Year and hosted a public new year's festival to welcome in 2020. For the
second half of the financial year it had a very quiet season due to COVID, with retreats
and events cancelled due to local lockdowns. The opportunity was spent updating and
maintaining our sprawling 198-acre property, planning events for future months, and
keeping all the families who live on the property connected and safe.
With things normalising post lockdown, opportunities to further serve the Tasmanian
community are being explored while supporting the families on-site who keep things
together and the gates open.
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BOARD
The Pathways Board is made up of a variety of people chosen for their specific
expertise in a variety of areas crucial to the organisation's success.
Our Board members for the 2020 FY were:

Nic Stephen - Chairman
John Zeckendorf - Treasurer
James Atkinson - Deputy Chair
Aldo Antolli - CEO and Public Officer
Julie Madden
Levi Causon

In addition, the Pathways Board are assisted by several subcommittees made up of
external experts in their respective fields.
The subcommittees for the 2020 FY were:

Finance
Funding
Risk & Compliance
Human Resources
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THE
FIGURES

1.4

TOTAL
REVENUE

1.3

OPERATIONAL
EXPENDITURE

193,000

DONATIONS &
FUNDRAISING

MILLION

MILLION
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THE FIGURES
CONT.

With an annual operating budget of $1.43 million, an increase of about 20% over the
previous year, Pathways finished the 2020 FY with an operating profit of $113,339 for
the year. All obligations and staff entitlements have been fully met. The end of year
surplus has enabled us to increase our cash reserves to $165,700 with the Board
committed to ongoing further increases to reserves to meet one full quarter’s
operational needs as part of our longer term strategic and risk management plan.

Funding Sources
Pathways Tasmania receives it funding from a range of sources, with the largest
component coming from government and other grants. A significant amount of our
annual operating budget relies on
Other Income NDIS
the generosity of our community
7.1%
8.1%
Kingsholme
with donations and fundraising
5.1%
income making up $193,000 of
our annual budget for last
Fundraising and Donations
financial year. This amount is
13.1%
down on the previous year's
result, in large part due to the
impacts of COVID-19 which
required us to cancel our annual
Grants
Freedom Ride event.
64.6%
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